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Abstract 
Playing video games are meant to be a fun experience but something that has              
been proven to ruin the experience are cheaters, maybe even more so in             
events such as tournaments where money is involved. Even if anti-cheating           
software exists there also exists a research gap in the subject of cheat             
detection. And regarding cheat detection the question that matters the most is:            
how do you even detect a player that is using 3rd-party software to gain an               
unfair advantage in online video games? To find a solution for this problem a              
systematic literature review was made were data was extracted from articles           
relevant for the subject and summarised into results. From the results, a few             
elementary concepts regarding cheat detection are introduced and analysed         
with comparisons to the problem statement. Finally, five different types of           
cheat detection are shown that work by analysing objects such as behaviour,            
game state or memory.  
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1 Introduction  
This project is a secondary study on how cheaters in online video games can              
be detected and has been solely based on published articles and as such a              
great deal of this project will be presenting public designs of cheat detection             
systems and not systems that are using proprietary software. An intent of this             
project is to provide inexperienced game developers with a basic          
understanding on how they could be detecting cheaters in their own games.            
The project also intent to determine how much information about cheat           
detection is available to those who wish to develop cheat software as            
awareness on publicly available information would further help on the          
development of cheat detection. 

1.1 Background 
Video games [1] are generally played for entertainment but quite often           
contain competitive aspects especially in game modes such as multiplayer          
which usually involves player vs player gameplay. Furthermore in events          
such as tournaments or “esports” [2] players can compete against each other            
for prize pools as large as $24.8 million [3] while frequently playing in teams              
that are sponsored by different organisations such as Adidas, Intel or Gillette            
[4].  

With the competitive environment come individuals that will resort to          
cheating, as a way to gain an unfair advantage over their opponents. To             
achieve this in online-games, the cheater will typically inject a 3rd-party           
software into their own platform that will modify their client, or the data sent              
to and from the server to the cheater’s advantage [5]. While game developers             
do generally try to combat cheaters on their games, some cheating software            
such as “LMAOBOX” annoyed legitimate players for 5 years [6] in the game             
“Team Fortress 2”. Two examples of unfair advantages cheaters can gain           
from cheating are powers such as perfect automatic aiming also called aimbot            
[7] or the ability to see other players or objects through walls which is called               
wallhack [8]. 

To combat cheaters, the game developers will either create or employ           
an anti-cheat software which are computer programs that will try to detect            
and punish cheaters during their playtime [8]. The type and severity of the             
punishments received for cheating usually differ between game developers         
[8]. Individuals caught are usually however marked as cheaters, preventing          

 
   



them from playing any further even if they remove their cheat software. This             
act is commonly called banning, and a player who receive a ban is either              
temporarily or permanently locked out from either their account or the game            
the player cheated in [8]. In the case of VAC (Valve Anti Cheat) a player               
caught cheating will always receive a permanent ban but only in the game in              
which the player cheated in and not their account [9]. VAC is a component of               
the game distribution platform Steam and is a program that is required to be              
running during playtime for every of Steam’s online games that are running            
on “VAC Secure” servers [9]. 

Cheat developers are the developers that are creating the cheat          
software which are later either distributed to other players, possibly for the            
exchange of money or simply used by the cheat developers themselves. 

To ensure that there has been no recent literature review on the            
subject of cheat detection, a search was performed on the three databases            
IEEE Xplore Digital Library, ACM Digital Library and Google Scholar. The           
search terms that were used for the search required the phrases “cheat            
detection” and “video game” to be found, furthermore either the phrase           
“systematic review” or “literature review” also had to be found. While some            
articles did show up an analysis found that none of the articles were actually              
relevant for the subject but merely a result of vague search terms. As the              
search did not require the articles to be recent, this shows that this particular              
area of the cheat detection, how are cheating software detected, has not been             
properly investigated and as such there is a need for this review. 

1.2 Problem formulation 
How do you detect a player that is using a 3rd-party software to gain an               
unfair advantage in online video games? While the problem itself has been            
tackled by both video game developers and other organisations for years [5]            
they do not tend to make their knowledge public as it “...may help cheaters              
write new code or conduct social engineering” [9]. To do understand how            
cheats are detected a secondary study has been performed in which data about             
cheat detection designs have been collected from various relevant sources,          
findings have been summarised and knowledge about how cheat detection          
systems detect cheaters have been presented. The results that are expected to            
be achieved from this project are guidelines on how an organisation behind a             
multiplayer game can detect cheaters. 

 
   



1.3 Motivation 
It would be beneficial for the gaming industry to have knowledge of what             
information is available to the cheat developers regarding cheat detection as it            
would help the development of anti-cheat software and as a result provide            
better long-term entertainment for their players. 

From the perspective of an individual that spends part of their free            
time playing multiplayer video games the act of cheating by another player            
has direct correlation to the enjoyment of the non-cheating player. A report            
from Forbes [10] states that “about 9 in 10 players have had a negative              
experience because of cheaters.”, and furthermore touches on the subject on           
how the impact of cheaters may lead to reduced revenues. 

It is important to note however that by performing this research there            
is the possibility that the cheat developers will be obtaining additional           
information regarding how game developers combat cheaters, which could         
possibly lead to revised cheats that are harder to discover or decrease the skill              
floor for amateur cheat developers. But since this is a secondary study, the             
information that is researched is already public and this project will simply            
solidify what is already public knowledge. 

1.4 Objectives 
O1 Scan library databases and collect articles that describe cheat         

detection techniques 
O2 Assess the quality of the found articles by examining and          

comparing the articles to a quality checklist 
O3 Extract the data related to cheat detection from the articles that           

pass the quality check. 
O4 Present the extracted data as figures and tables from which          

conclusions will be drawn in regard to the problem statement 
From this project we are expecting to acquire some sort of guidelines            

into how detecting cheats can work on a broad scale. This includes            
information on already developed cheat detection systems as well as systems           
in development, common cheat detection strategies and issues that are          
brought up when developing cheat detection.  

In regard to questions that might not be answered the biggest           
uncertainty in my opinion will be just how much of an exhaustive answer will              

 
   



be given to the problem statement. As it seems unlikely that the subject of              
cheat detection is documented thoroughly enough to give a ultimate answer           
we are expecting the results to be somewhat vague. 

1.5 Scope 
This project has simply summarised articles that are based on cheat detection            
found in the electronic databases ACM Digital Library and Google Scholar.           
For reasons already mentioned in the introduction, ideas of new techniques or            
systems for detecting cheaters will be included as they will most likely be the              
major publicly available information regarding cheat detection. To avoid         
confusion, it should also be stated that articles focusing on bot detection will             
also be included in this project (if it also mentions cheat detection) as a bot is                
a type software that can be used for several different cheats [8].  

While there are systems that can be very much alike anti-cheat           
systems such as anti-virus systems, this project has focused on anti-cheat           
systems and cheat detection solely. This means studies not mentioning cheat           
detection directly as opposed to for example anomaly detection will be           
excluded from this project. There will not be any interviews or the like from              
any anti-cheat or game developer and as such this project will be limited to              
publicly available papers. As this project is a secondary study and the sole             
researcher is unfamiliar with most non-English languages the project will be           
limited to English written articles.  

1.6 Target group  
1.6.1 Small Game developers  
Game developers who either do not have enough resources to pay for an             
anti-cheat or that simply wish to program their games with security in mind.             
This developer could for example be someone who creates video games as a             
hobby, or the game could be small scale such as a chess game app made for a                 
small group people where a standard anti-cheat system would be overkill. 
1.6.2 Anti-cheat developers  
Developers who while developing anti-cheat systems want to examine how          
much information about current anti-cheat solutions is available for the          
public. Or upcoming anti-cheat developers looking an introduction to the          
subject. 

 
   



1.7 Outline  
Chapter 2, method, consists of information about the method used for the            
review process alongside discussions on the reliability and validity of the           
project. Chapter 3, review, consists of a summarisation of all relevant data            
extracted from a selection of collected articles. Chapter 4, results and           
analysis, consists of a presentation of all results drawn from the review and             
an analysis on the data. Chapter 5, discussion, consists of a discussion on the              
final results. Chapter 6, conclusion, consists of a showcase on the project's            
conclusions and a discussion of what further work in the area could be             
performed.  
  

 
   



2 Method 
This project has made use of the method systematic literature review as            
described in Procedures for Performing Systematic Reviews [11] which         
follows the five steps mentioned in the following list: 

1. Identification of Research 
2. Study Selection 
3. Quality Assessment 
4. Data Extraction 
5. Data Synthesis 

 
While these steps may be generally done by every systematic literature           
review some steps may have been modified when necessary to better suit the             
research question and if so, this is mentioned in the suitable step section. This              
is mostly due to the fact that systematic literature reviews are mainly used for              
medical research [11] and as such most systematic literature review strategies           
are specialised for medical research. 

2.1.1 Identification of Research  
The goal of the first step is to identify every article that could potentially be               
relevant for the research question. The identification of research is divided           
into three parts. 

1. Generating a Search strategy 
The search strategy is meant to describe how the articles will           
be found in a database. A database in this scenario is anywhere            
a collection of articles can be found such as a library or search             
engine. Search strategies tend to focus on search terms as well           
as inclusion/exclusion terms. Search strategies are generated       
for each of the databases utilised for the search. For this           
project the databases and search terms are the same as those           
mentioned in Table 2.1 while the inclusion/exclusion terms are         
shown in Table 2.2 in the subchapter 2.1.2 Study Selection. 

Database ACM Digital Library Google Scholar 

Search Terms +”cheat detection” 
+game 

+”cheat detection” 
+game multiplayer 

Table 2.1: Shows the search terms used for each database. 

 
   



2. The Search. 
In this part, the search strategy is employed to find articles.           
For the best end result, both the search and the search strategy            
are iterated as a way to improve the search during its process.            
To ensure reliability the search strategies and its segments are          
shown in their final form. 

3. Documenting the Search 
To ensure that the search strategy can be replicated and          
analysed for quality it is important that the search and the           
search strategy are documented. In the case of this project, the           
documentation has adopted the following checklist for each        
database: 

● Name of database 
● Search strategy for database 
● Date of Search 
● Years covered by search 
● Search results 

2.1.2 Study Selection 
In the second step, each article collected from the identification of research is             
assessed for their individual relevance. This is to ensure that the focus in the              
project is correct, as brought up in [11, pp. 9-10]. 

The study selection starts by both including and excluding articles          
based on their title, and further on based on abstract, and finally based on              
their full text. This is all done to maximise the number of relevant articles in a                
way that does not require the full text of every potentially relevant article to              
be read. The inclusion and exclusion criteria should also be iterated and            
documented during the study selection. The final inclusion and exclusion          
criteria for this project are shown in Table 2.2 below. 

Include Exclude 

Articles that have “cheat detection or      
“bot detection” in the title 

Articles whose full version is     
unavailable for retrieval in pdf form      
for free. 

Articles that have “cheat detection or      
“bot detection” in the abstract 

Articles that are not written in      
English 

 
   



Articles that have “cheat detection or      
“bot detection” in the keywords 

Articles were “cheat detection” or     
“bot detection” are side notes and      
are not part of the main      
investigation. 

Table 2.2: Shows the inclusion and exclusion criteria used for the search            
strategies. 

2.1.3 Study Quality Assessment 
After all relevant articles have been selected their quality will also need to be              
assessed. This is to ensure that articles that, for example, come to a             
conclusion that is inaccurate from what the article’s research implies are           
excluded. Or just articles that were simply put, poorly made. 

Quality assessment is to be done by comparing the full text of each             
article to a quality checklist. A minimum requirement will also need to be set              
on the type of studies to be included in the review. For this project, all levels                
of evidence, as recommended by the guidelines in Procedures for Performing           
Systematic Reviews [11, pp. 14] are accepted. This means that everything           
from expert opinion to randomised controlled trials papers will meet the           
minimum requirement. The complete study design hierarchy is shown below          
in Table 2.3. 

1 Evidence obtained from at least one properly-designed 
randomised controlled trial 

2 Evidence obtained from well-designed pseudo-randomised 
controlled trials (i.e. non-random allocation to treatment)  

3-1 Evidence obtained from comparative studies with concurrent 
controls and allocation not randomised, cohort studies, 
case-control studies or interrupted time series with a control 
group. 

3-2 Evidence obtained from comparative studies with historical 
control, two or more single arm studies, or interrupted time 
series without a parallel control group  

4-1 Evidence obtained from a randomised experiment performed in 
an artificial setting  

4-2 Evidence obtained from case series, either post-test or 

 
   



pre-test/post-test  

4-3 Evidence obtained from a quasi-random experiment performed 
in an artificial setting  

5 Evidence obtained from expert opinion based on theory or 
consensus  

Table 2.3: Shows the full list of study design hierarchy for software            
engineering as seen in [11, pp. 13]. The numbers in the first column describe              
level of the evidence with 1 being seen has the highest level of evidence. 
 
The quality checklist initially brought up by Dietmar Pfahl [12] was used for             
this project. The checklist is divided into 3 parts that questions either the             
aims, design or outcome of each article. There are 9 questions in total and              
each question is scored from 1-4, where 4 is fully answered and 1 is not at all                 
answered. The filtering based on quality is then concluded by removing           
articles whose sum is lower than or equal to a set number, which in case of                
this project is 20.  

2.1.4 Data Extraction  
The step of data extraction can be summarised as the act of collecting all              
relevant data needed to answer the research question from the articles           
meeting the quality expectations and inserting the data into a form. To            
achieve this, a data collection form must first be made. This form usually             
include information about the article itself such as name, author and year but             
most of the form should contain data that is relevant for the research question              
such as the results from the articles, the form used for this project is shown               
below divided into Tables 2.4 and 2.5.  

Data name Article name Detection 
type 

Structure Cheat(s) 
tested 

Data 
description 

Full name of 
the article 

How the 
detection 
works 

How the 
detection system 
is applied to the 
game 

Cheats that 
were used 
during 
testing of the 
detection 

Table 2.4: Shows a description of the first half data that is to be collected in                
the data extraction form. If a certain data is not found in an article, “Not               

 
   



specified” shall be used as a substitute. 
 

Data name Game(s) 
tested 

Game(s) type Results Notes 

Data 
description 

Games that 
were used to 
test the 
detection 

The type of 
game that was 
used during 
testing 

A short 
description 
of results as 
reported by 
the article 

Place for 
additional 
notable 
information 
found during 
extraction 

Table 2.5: Shows a description of the second half of data that is to be               
collected in the data extraction form. If a certain data is not found in an               
article, “Not specified” shall be used as a substitute. 
 
During the process, effort should also be done to remove duplicates of the             
same data, such as in cases where different articles use the same data, as a               
way to avoid bias. There is also a possibility to do further quality evaluation              
in this step.  

2.1.5 Data Synthesis 
In the last step the data extracted from the articles is to be summarised and               
analysed. The data synthesis which is in part a descriptive synthesis           
(definitions of the results) should be complemented with a quantitative          
synthesis (measuring of the results). As for this project the quantitative           
synthesis are the tables and diagrams with extracted information from the           
articles that is done in way which helps answer the research question with the              
descriptive synthesis clarifying the meaning behind the results. 

Furthermore, the data synthesis will be spread out over the chapters           
Review and Results and Analysis. The Review chapter will contain a version            
of the data extraction form, a rundown of the review process and descriptions             
of the found data. Subsequently, the Results and Analysis chapter will use the             
data from the Review chapter to present results in the form of figures and              
tables, and lastly analyse the results via comparisons which will thereafter be            
used for conclusions regarding the problem statement. 

 
   



2.2 Reliability and Validity  
The inclusion and exclusion criteria in the study selection and the search            
strategies in the identification of research have already been presented in the            
subchapter 2.1.1 Identification of Research as to increase reliability. The          
biggest issue with reliability in this project most likely stems from the quality             
assessment. The reasoning for this is that quality is hard to measure and made              
even harder in this project as there is no ideal quality checklist that exist for a                
project like this. However to increase reliability in this area as best as             
possible an already created quality checklist has been used that was initially            
brought up by Dietmar Pfahl [12]. To help increase reliability further the            
project has limited the amount of article libraries to the two electronic            
databases ACM Digital Library and Google Scholar during the identification          
of research. This has in short decreased the number of variables in regards to              
retrieving articles for a reproducing of the project. Lastly, to increase           
reliability even further, the final data extraction form can be found in the             
subchapter 2.1.4 Data Extraction. 

To construct validity the project has during the Review and Results           
and Analysis chapters focused on providing specific wording so that the           
interpretation of the text is very clear. To achieve high internal validity,            
variables that could affect the results are mentioned when deemed necessary.           
To further construct internal validity the Review chapter has showcased all           
the necessary data that is referenced in statements done for the results and             
conclusions. The external validity has been brought up several stages earlier           
in the project. As the systems and techniques that are investigated in this             
project are usually made secret by their creators and users, the project has set              
the external validity to "public knowledge" regarding the research and results. 

2.3 Ethical Considerations  
As mentioned in earlier sections there is a possibility that the work done in              
this project could be used by the cheat developers or to possibly allow an              
easier entry for people to start developing their own cheats. To combat this             
the scope of the project has been set to only allow publicly available             
information as opposed to for example interviews with anti-cheat developers.          
And as such, any conclusions or results found in this project should also be              
treated as publicly available information. 
 

 
   



 

 
   



3 Review 
This chapter features a summary of the review process as mentioned in the             
method chapter and a presentation of the data from the data synthesis. 

The identification of research started somewhat rough with limited         
relevant articles being found based on most of the read abstracts. This was             
resolved by the introduction of the second database, Google Scholar, which           
added a good number of articles from different sources into the mix. The             
resulting search documentations are shown below in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. 

Name of 
database 

Type of 
database 

Date of 
search 

Years 
covered 

Search 
terms 

Other 

ACM 
Digital 
Library 

Electronic 2019-02-14 2004-2019 +"cheat 
detection" 
+game 

NA 

Google 
Scholar 

Electronic 2019-02-14 2004-2019 +"cheat 
detection" 
game 
multiplayer 

Do not 
include 
patents or 
citations 
in the 
search 

Table 3.1: Shows the search documentation 
 

Name of database Search 
results 

Articles remaining 
after exclusions 

Articles remaining after 
quality assessment 

ACM Digital 
Library 

17 14 5 

Google Scholar 200 40 24 

Table 3.2: Shows the quantities of articles after the identification of research 
 
The study selection started of very slowly because of a misunderstanding of            
the study selection process. The misunderstanding caused the reviewer to try           
to initially decide the relevance of each article by reading through the full text              
of each article. Considering the number of articles found this was effectively            
wasted effort and didn’t follow the described method. The mistake was           
however realised, and process as mentioned in chapter 2.1.2 Study Selection           

 
   



was finally used to select the relevant articles. 
The quality assessment also faced some issues when the quality of the            

quality checklist itself was debated. And from this a search for a better             
checklist was done. However, the initial checklist was the best quality           
checklist that could be found and as creating a custom checklist was seen as              
too high of a risk considering a requirement of experience for creation of             
checklists the initial quality checklist was reselected. 

The data extraction was a slower process then first imagined. The           
initial data extraction form specified too much detailed information that only           
slowed down the process as the information was also later deemed irrelevant            
for the problem statement. And as such, the data extraction form was remade             
two times with the third and final data extraction form being found in Table              
3.3 and further in Appendix A.1. Changes include removing unnecessary info           
such as scripting language and generalising some columns such as detection           
type (these types are shown in subchapter 3.1). Some columns were removed            
because of a lack relevant data found in the articles, for example not many              
articles mentioned algorithms that were used so it was merged into a special             
“note” column instead. 

The synthesis was however straight forward without issues. Tables         
and diagrams were created with the data collected from the data extraction.            
While straight forward the results of the synthesis are lacking as the amount             
of the data was lower than preferred.  

The rest of the sections in this chapter contains information from the            
synthesis with extended perspectives including diagrams and figures being         
found in the Results and Analysis chapter. 

3.1 The major types of cheat detection 
The detection solutions from the articles are divided into five different types;  
behaviour based, verification based, result based, reputation based and  
hardware based. The following bullet-list contains descriptions of each cheat          
detection type:  

● Behaviour: 
○ Behaviour based cheat detection compares the behaviour of a         

player with the behaviour of a known cheater and looks for           
similarities. This is achieved with machine learning and        
algorithms. To accomplish this via machine learning the        
system is required to collect certain information about each         

 
   



player.  
○ Such information for behaviour-based detection solution is       

mentioned in [13]:  
■ The coordinate reference systems and positioning in       

the map  
■ Aiming angles  
■ current speed and acceleration  
■ information about the player status (e.g., the health, the         

shield, the type of the weapon used, and whether the          
player is firing or jumping) 

● Verification: 
○ Verification based cheat detection checks the game state of         

each client(player) and looks for illegal actions in those states.  
○ Required for verification to work is access to the game state of            

each client that contains information about the players known         
information (such as the player’s viewable area) and the         
game’s rules (such as the player’s allowed viewable area) as          
described in [14]. 

● Results: 
○ Result based cheat detection is based on the assumption that          

the outcome of each game revolves around which player has          
the highest “rank” as discussed in [15]. By combining this          
assumption with a “law of large numbers” based algorithm the          
outcomes of each match become predictable and a player who          
is consistently deviating from the predicted outcome can be         
singled out. 

● Reputation 
○ Reputation based cheat detection works by having trustworthy        

clients acts as referees for other clients. To achieve this the           
system sends fake information to identify which clients are         
trustworthy who are subsequently made into referees. This is         
explained further in more detail in [16]. 

○ As clients become referees, load is taken away from the server           
which improves the server's performance and scalability. 

● Hardware 
○ Hardware based cheat detection takes the approach of residing         

on each client(player) machine and from there measuring the         

 
   



CPU state and its execution history or by measuring the          
memory and I/O state for cheats. This is considered quite          
intrusive and is analysed further in [17]. 

3.2 Cheats tested 
A few of the articles mentioned which cheats were used in the testing of each               
detection solution. The following bullet-list contains short descriptions of         
every cheat that was used in the testing of an article. 

● Aimbot:  
○ Forces the player’s aim to constantly aim directly at the closest           

visible enemy player resulting in inhuman aim accuracy. 
● Triggerbot:  

○ Automatically shoots the player’s gun when an enemy player         
walks into the players aim resulting in inhuman reaction time. 

● Wallhack:  
○ See through objects such as walls to gain knowledge that          

should not be possible. 
○ Information exposure. 

● Time cheat:  
○ Change system time to jump forward in time. 
○ Example: An action in the game as a cooldown of 1 hour. By             

changing the system time, the player could skip the cooldown.  
● Look-ahead:  

○ Looks at the game states from other player sent to the server            
before sending the cheating player’s own game state. 

○ In turn-based games this would allow the cheater to be able to            
see their opponents turn before deciding on their own. 

● Bot:  
○ This cheat automatically plays the game for you.  
○ Path finding. 

3.3 Detection structures. 
The structures are different options on how to get the detection system to  
communicate with the game that the detection system is working on. The            
following bullet-list contains short descriptions of every structure that was          
used in the systems found in the review. 

● Framework 

 
   



○ Abstraction 
○ Build and deploy applications 

● Plugin 
○ Adds features to an already existing software.  
○ Requires services from the existing software to work. 
○ Usually made by 3rd parties. 

● Scheme 
○ Inspects the communication between clients and client/server. 

● Protocol 
○ Defines rules used for communication between software 

3.4 Extracted data 
Table 3.3 below is a shorter version of the data extraction form. In Appendix              
A.1 there is an additional table that contains the rest of the data such as               
results derived from the article conclusions and other notes. 
The table adheres to the following format: 

1. R = Reference number of the article 
2. D-type = Detection type tested in the article 

a. B = Behavioural 
b. V = Verification 
c. HC = Hardware check 
d. RP = Reputation 
e. RT = Result 

3. Cheat(s) = Specific cheats that were tested 
4. G-type = Type of game tested 
5. Structure = Structure used for the detection type 
6. Game tested = Game tested during testing of detection 

R D- 
Type 

Cheat(s) G- 
Type 

Structure Game tested 

[13] B -Aimbot 
-Triggerbot 

FPS Framework Unreal Tournament III 

[14] V Not specified RTS Scheme -Warcraft 3 
-Battleship 

[15] RT Not specified All Framework Not specified 

 
   



[16] RP Not specified MMOG Scheme Not specified 

[17] HC Not specified Not 
specified 

Not 
specified 

Not specified 

[18] B -Wallhack FPS Plugin CounterStrike: Source 

[19] -V 
-RP 

Not specified MMOG Scheme Not specified 

[20] V -Time cheat 
-Look-ahead 
cheat 

MOG Scheme Not specified 

[21] V -Bot MMOG Framework Not specified 

[22] B Not specified Not 
specified 

Not 
specified 

-JX2 
-Chan 

[23] V Not specified FPS Scheme Quake III 

[24] B -Triggerbot 
-Wallhack 

FPS Framework TankWar 

[25] V Not specified MMOG Plugin Not specified 

[26] B Reveal mode Puzzle Not 
specified 

Memory Game 

[27] B Aimbot FPS Plugin -Counter-Strike 1.6 
-Counter-strike Global  
Offensive 

[28] V Aimbot FPS Framework Cube 

[29] B Bot MMOG Not 
specified 

Quake II 

[30] V Not specified RTS Not 
specified 

Warcraft 3 

[31] B Bot FPS Framework Quake II 

 
   



[32] B Not specified MMOG Framework Not specified 

[33] B Aimbot FPS Not 
specified 

Quake III 

[34] V Not specified MMOG Framework SimMUD 

[35] B Not specified FPS Not 
specified 

Counter-Strike Global  
Offensive 

[36] B Not specified MMOG Framework Not specified 

[37] B Bot MMOG Not 
specified 

World of Warcraft 

[38] B Not specified RTS Plugin Starcraft 

[39] V Wallhack Not 
specified 

Not 
specified 

Explorer 

[40] V Not specified Not 
specified 

Not 
specified 

XPilot 

[41] V Not specified FPS Protocol Quake III 

Table 3.3: Shows a simple version of data extraction form. 

  

 
   



4 Results and Analysis 
Since the data from the review was extracted from only 29 articles the             
quantity of the data is low enough that questions such as “most used detection              
type” cannot be reliably answered by the extracted data on a grander scale.             
Even so, this chapter has drawn some conclusions that are based how much             
certain data was used. Another big issue with the data is how much             
“required” information was not specified in the articles such as game type            
used in testing. Analysis done in this chapter has been supported by the             
results shown in the form of tables and figures that were conceived from the              
data presented in the Review chapter. 

A look at the results compared to the problem statement “How do you             
detect a player that is using a 3rd-party software to gain an unfair advantage              
in online video games?” show that according to the review and data there are              
at least five different ways of detecting cheats, including behavioural based,           
verification based, result based,  reputation based, and hardware based. 

4.1 A closer look at detection types 
From Figure 4.1 shown below, it is possible to draw the conclusion that             
behaviour and verification based cheat detection are the most popular ways of            
detecting cheats with a combined usage of 86.7% and as such are likely to be               
the most effective based on performance and/or results. As some systems           
used a combination of detection types the total number of detection types is             
higher than the number of articles, 29. 

 
   



 
Figure 4.1: Shows the tested detection types from the studied articles 
 
Following Table 3.3 from the Review chapter, which shows a shorter version            
of the extracted data, it is important to note that even though the cheat              
detection systems are categorised into different types such as behavioural or           
verification the notes in Appendix A.1 show some differences in the details            
of how the cheat detection systems work. Some differences between the same            
type of cheat detection is for example the use of different learning methods as              
shown by comparing the behavioural type cheat detection systems [13] which           
makes use of “Supervised learning methods” and [31] which makes use of a             
“Manifold learning approach”. It is however not possible to draw any realistic            
conclusions here because the notes of each article specified in Appendix A.1            
differ in specifics, an article might have “machine learning” in the notes but             
another article might have “machine learning” mentioned in the article but it            
is not specified in the notes as it was not of as much importance for the                
individual article.  

The following two tables, Table 4.1 and 4.2, show where each           
detection type was mostly used. The data is of low quantity as mentioned             
previously so we cannot draw any real conclusions, but we can speculate that             
the behavioural based cheat detection is mostly used for FPS games based on             
the data more so than verification as 58% of the FPS based detection types              
were behavioural while only 33% being verification. And from that it is            

 
   



possible to draw the conclusion that it is because there are better tell-tale             
signs in FPS games that would give away a cheater based on behaviour rather              
than verification. Table 4.2 realises this theory further with how behavioural           
was mostly tested for cheats that are rather exclusive to FPS games, aimbot,             
triggerbot and wallhack that together were used in a total of 72% of the tests.  

From table 4.2 it is possible to draw the conclusion that behaviour is             
possibly the most fitting way of detecting the bot cheat as only 1 article              
mentioned verification as a detection type to catch bots while 3 articles            
mentioned using behavioural. Further, since more behavioural articles        
mentioned which cheats were used during testing (9 vs 4, Table 3.3) a             
conclusion could be drawn that behavioural detection systems are more          
precise against specific cheats.  

Type FPS MMOG Puzzle RTS 

Behavioural 7 4 1 1 

Verification 4 4 1 3 

Result based 1 1 1 1 

Reputation 0 2 0 0 

Table 4.1: Shows how much each game type was tested with each detection             
that was used at least once.  
 

Type Aim Trigger Wallhack Time Look-ahead Bot 

Behavioural 3 2 3 0 0 3 

Verification 1 0 1 1 1 1 

Table 4.2: Shows how much each cheat was tested with each detection type             
that was used at least once. 

4.2 A closer look at the cheats 
When developing the cheat detection systems, the question of what cheats are            
supposed to be combated does not seem to be of as much importance             
compared to the type of game. As supported by Figure 4.2 shown below, the              
tests usually tend to focus more on the game type rather than the cheats. This               
could be because the detection systems are supposed to handle each cheat            

 
   



relevant for that game type and as such the developers phase the cheats out in               
the articles. This of course does not make any sense in testing so we can               
safely assume that tests for the cheat detection systems do include a fitting             
and “real” cheat such as “aimbot” for FPS games. However, some of the tests              
mention a particular cheat as the cheat detection systems sole purpose such as             
the article “[27]” in the column “R” in Table 3.3, which could mean that a               
singular cheat detection system might be specifically made for one cheat or            
made do combat all relevant cheats for a certain game type.  

 
Figure 4.2: Shows the amount of times cheats and/or game types were            
mentioned in the articles for the review. 
 
There was a general failure of mentioning which cheats were actually tested            
as shown by Figure 4.3 with as many as 14 or 46.7% of articles not               
mentioning cheats. An additional figure regarding the most tested games can           
be found in Appendix A.2. 

 
   



 
Figure 4.3: Shows the tested cheats from the articles. 

4.3 A closer look at the structures 
As the structure is more important for the implementation of a cheat detection             
system and much less about how a cheat detection system works this            
subchapter will just simply mention which structure is the most popular           
which according to the data seen in Figure 4.5 is framework being used in              
32.1% of the detection systems or 50% if not counting the not specified             
structures.  

 
   



 
Figure 4.5: Shows the most used structure for the detection solutions. 

4.4 Guidelines 
From the data it is possible to draw out some very simple guidelines for cheat               
detection. From the data a speculation could be made that the most important             
thing in cheat detection is the detection type as it is always specified in the               
articles.  

4.4.1 Choose detection type 
These guidelines recommend two different options for choosing a detection          
type. The first option requires that you know what game type your game has              
and/or what cheat you want to detect. With this information you can then             
examine the tables 4.1 and 4.2 to make a choice based on the testing data.               
The second option is to make an educated guess by reading up on each type               
as they are described in the Review chapter or their mentions in their             
respective source material. 

4.4.2 Choose structure 
After choosing a detecting type, you should decide on what structure the            
cheat detection system should use to be able to work. The guidelines            
recommend to create a framework as it is the most used but this also very               
much depends on how closely you are developing the game (such as the             

 
   



game developer or a 3rd party anti-cheat developer) and as such should be             
decided based on information that is outside of the grasp of these guidelines.  

4.4.3 Specify the cheat detection 
It is important to note that each detection type is made differently from each 
other, with for example different algorithms for machine learning, and as 
such it is not feasible to via guidelines go beyond detection type except for 
examples. And as such the guidelines recommend that you look for 
information that would help with the development of cheat detection by 
scouring the D-type column in Table 3.3 combined with the note’s column in 
Appendix A.1. 

  

 
   



5 Discussion  
Without an expert opinion it is hard to say if the results are of much use for                 
the organisations portrayed in the target group section. This is also in regard             
to the external validity, in which a problem that could arise is if the results are                
not applicable to actual game development and as such are useless for the             
target groups. For the internal validity of the results, the extraction forms            
used during the review process exist in two tables, namely Table 3.3 and             
Appendix A.1. These forms make up all the references made for the results to              
the data and as such all data can be traced back to the table references which                
in it turn can be traced back to each individual article. Which means that the               
internal validity of results should be considered satisfactory. 

A problem with the method comes from the fact that, as quoted from             
the method introduction, “systematic literature reviews are mainly used for          
medical research [11] and as such most systematic literature review strategies           
are specialised for medical research.”. But at the same time this should be             
irrelevant considering that the goal of the project which was to summarise the             
articles that exist in cheat detection and from that summarization attain           
results. However, with a greater scope there could have been the possibility            
of using experimenting and testing to find more cheat detection types. 

In regard to the scope, one critique would be that the results could             
have been improved if the scope had included, instead excluded, other forms            
of detection systems such as anti-virus systems. Furthermore, did the quality           
assessment positively or negatively affect the results? An argument could be           
made that since the quality checklist was almost improper as mentioned in            
summary of the review process found in the Review chapter and in            
consideration with limited amount of articles whose full quantity would have           
been possible to review under the timeline, the quality checklist might have            
been bad for the results. The counter argument is that the data could have              
instead lacked quality such as including articles that made “wrong”          
conclusions from the article’s mentioned research.  

Another part of the project that could need criticising is the focus.            
Instead of putting so much focus on sub data such as cheats used, more focus               
could have been put on clarifying the detection types as detailed as possible             
as it could be of more use for the target groups. The counter here however is                
that part of the problem formulation are the “guidelines” which instead have            
been improved due to the sub data which for example helps show that             

 
   



behavioural cheat detection might be better for FPS games as mentioned in            
chapter 4.1. 

In the review section a sentence that keeps coming up is "lack of             
quantity" which is in response to the low amount of relevant data extracted             
from the 29 reviewed articles. This is shown clearly in Figure 4.3 as a              
massive 46.7% of the articles did not for example mention which cheats were             
used during the testing of their separate cheat detection systems. While it is             
possible to argue that the cheat detection types were mentioned in every            
article the lack of supporting data makes it more difficult for the guidelines.             
This lack of data could mean one of two things, the search process missed a               
significant number of articles or there is a research gap. While the search for              
articles was made using only two databases one of the databases, Google            
Scholar, finds articles from other databases meaning that the search is more            
exhaustive than initially described.  

There is also the fact that the detection types were first categorised            
during the data extraction, which could have led to categorisation bias. To            
solve this, multiple researchers should have been involved with the project, as            
this would also have helped during the whole review as the method had             
multiple parts were two researchers could get different results. Which in turn            
could have caused certain less unique detection types to be ignored based on             
misclassification. Classification of individual detection types without       
categorising was not suitable as the scope describes a summarisation of           
articles and not a list of individual article reviews. 

While, as mentioned in the background, no previous literature was          
found that answers the problem statement, there does exist some information           
regarding cheat detection that come to some of the same conclusions as this             
project. In regard to Cheating in online games [8] the contributors mention            
“Pattern detection” which is very similar to hardware type detection and           
“Statistical detection” which is very similar to result based detection.          
However, behavioural, verification and reputational based detection are not         
mentioned in any way while four other possible detection types that were not             
found in this research are mentioned. With this in mind the only conclusion is              
that the research gap exists and there is a high possibility that there are no               
articles mentioning these other possible detection types as it was earlier           
concluded that the validity of the search results was satisfactory.  

To summarise, the method used for solving the problem, systematic          
literature review, while working satisfactory as shown by the resulting five           

 
   



cheat detection types that in a simple manner answer part of the problem             
statement there seems to be detection types that were not found during the             
review. Additionally, in the review of the articles the data found was not             
presented as detailed as it could have been and as such several other             
questions that were relevant for the problem statement could not be fully            
answered. For example, the question of which cheat detection type is the best             
based on performance and success rate could not be answered as the tests             
from the articles did not disclose relevant numbers nor were the tests general             
enough to be compared.  

  

 
   



6 Conclusion  
The problem was first defined as How do you detect a player that is using a                
3rd-party software to gain an unfair advantage in online video games and            
that question has to an extent, been answered. The five cheat detection types             
behavioural, verification, result, reputation and hardware were found and         
clarified. Two of the detection types, behavioural and verification,         
respectively occupy 46.7% and 40.0% of the detection systems for a           
combined total of 86.7%. This high value of using the same detection types             
for different systems has been concluded to mean that developing cheat           
detection systems is currently more about revising than innovating as in the            
systems mostly work the same way but with different pros and cons.            
Furthermore, other conclusions included the behavioural cheat detection type         
being the best suited for the FPS game type and cheat detection systems with              
the same type having their own unique strengths and weaknesses. And as            
mentioned in the discussion chapter there likely exists more detection types           
beyond the detection types that were actually found.  

In turn, these results created subjectively weak guidelines as the scope           
of the project did not allow for the additional data needed for more detailed              
answers. Some sub questions such as most used detection type for certain            
game types or most used detection type for certain cheats lacked quantity of             
data with respectively 1 and 3 detection types not being used once and as              
such these questions were not sufficiently concluded. 

In regards potential exterior application of the results, they are quite           
specific to the video game cheating area and it would be hard to draw any               
valid conclusions to any area outside of that.  

As the project is more about different solutions to a common problem            
than a one correct solution the results could have been improved if the scope              
of the project were increased as it would allow more data. This was however              
not possible for the current project’s scope. However, this paper should           
simply stand as an introductory to the subject of cheat detection and as such              
should benefit some part of the video game industry. 

In summarisation, this project has presented a few elementary         
concepts regarding cheat detection. The project showed via the method          
systematic literature review that cheat detection is mostly done by either           
verifying the game state of a game or by analysing the behaviour of the              
players in game and that the cheat detection subject contains a research gap.  

 
   



6.1 Future work 
The surface of the problem has merely been scratched but with an increased             
timeline the possibility for a greater scope could be been possible and as the              
project is, as mentioned in the discussion section, much about different           
solutions to a problem, the additional data should provide better results. 

A question that would have been appropriate to answer was which           
cheat detection type is the most useful and successful in each area such as              
performance. This was touched upon during the results and analysis chapter           
but with the current data at hand an answer could not be given. And perhaps               
the best scenario for such a question would be an implementation that tests             
each type instead of secondary research. 
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A Review Results 
Appendices A.1-A.2 include additional details regarding the review results. 

A.1 Complementary extracted data 
Table column explanations: 

1. R = Reference number of the article 
2. Notes = Notable keywords and sentences 
3. Result = Results imported from the conclusions of each article 

R Notes Result 

[13] -Supervised learning methods Up to 97.44%  
accuracy. 

[14] -Game state 
-Information Exposure 

-Missing 

[15] -Statistical behaviour. 
- Law of large  
numbers and the  
Bradley-Terry model 

Can be used to detect cheaters 

[16] -Monitoring Scheme 
-Probabilistic solution 
-Reputation system 

Very high detection  
rate 

[17] Stealth measurements via  
tamper-resistant  
hardware 

Able detect these 
methods in a  
resilient manner. 

[18] -Real-time 
-Monitoring and  
analysis of players’  
behaviour 

Results show  
promise in  
the ability of  
this technique. 

[19] -Trust metric  
-Authority-b 
 

Cheating can be  
effectively  
controlled. 

 
   



[20] -AC/DC 
-Counterattack 

Plausible 

[21] -Path finding  
algorithm 

-Simple but effective 
-Promising 

[22] -Anomaly detection techniques 
-Local Outlier  
Factor (LOF) 
-Kernel Density  
Estimation 
-K-Mean 
-Gaussian Mixture  
Model 

Some advantages. 
 
 

[23] -Mutual verification 
-Indirect  
communication  
-Vision-based  
information filtering 

Great potential. 

[24] Event-B Experiment tests  
show that the  
resulting detector is  
accurate. 

[25] -Multiple monitor  
nodes  

It is possible to detect cheats. 

[26] -Pattern-mining  
-Input Device  
Analytics 

Can accurately  
identify cheat. 

[27] Performance-Skillfulness 
Inconsistency 

Able to characterise  
the difference 
between cheaters  
and excellent honest  
players. 

 
   



[28] Bayesian network  
approach. 

Effective and  
scalable solution. 

[29] Extension of  
Artificial Neural  
Network (ANN) for  
DR 

ANN is a highly  
considerable option  
when it comes to bot  
detection. 

[30] Fides  
anomaly-based  
detection 

Able to efficiently 
detect several  
existing cheats 

[31] Manifold learning  
approach. 

Potential to  
distinguish between  
human players and  
automated programs. 

[32] -Machine learning  
-Network game  
traffic 

Improvement in  
cheat detection when  
compared to other  
baseline methods. 

[33] Trampoline functions Capable of detecting  
a class of attacks that  
modify input data  
coming from a  
human input device. 

[34] Runtime verification Promising tool for  
assuring the  
correctness of game  
implementations 

[35] Machine-learning approaches Possible to use  
machine-learning 
methods for  
anticheat. 

[36] PATROL Satisfactory 

 
   



[37] Sequence based  
approach 

It is possible to  
reliably tell the 
difference between  
automated and  
human players. 

[38] -Machine learning 
-“Foresight” 
-“Weighted Foresight” 

-Missing 

[39] -Information exposure Effective defense  
against information  
exposure cheats. 

[40] Symbolic client  
verification 

Plausible 

[41] Randomised  
dynamic proxy  
scheme 

Shows great  
potential for  
effective verification of player    
actions by other players. 

 

 
   



A.2 Most tested games 

 
 

 
   


